MODEL:

A-3

A small stage with an elegant appearance. Thanks to the hydraulic system installed in the standard version, even 2 people
can set up the stage in 45 minutes. Ideal for the artistic performances, small concerts and DJs musical – lighting setting.
Sophisticated and innovative solutions guarantee fast, easy and
safe assembly in a few moments.
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- 45 min

- 2 persons
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A-3

typ: TANDEM

min. 1900 kg
max. 2700 kg

Trailer length:

7,5 meters

Trailer width :

2,5 meters

Trailer height :

2,8 meters
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STAGE DIMENSIONS

Maximum Stage Height:

4,6 meters

Maximum Stage Width:

8,4 meters

Stage Platform Width:

6 meters

Stage Platform Depth:

5 meters

Stage Height:

1 - 1,3 meters

Stage clearance:

3,3 meters
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Obciążenia
Atmosferyczne
Atmospheric
loads

Temperature range:

-20—40 st.C

Snow depth:

Max. 6 cm

Rainfall density:

Unlimited

Permissible wind ranges:

Max.70 km/h
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LOAD CAPACITY USE

Max. roof load:

1040 kg

Max. load the roof girders:

2x 200 kg
2x 100 kg

Max. loading of the sound tower:

2x 120 kg

Max. loading of internal columns:

4x 100 kg

Max. load of external columns:

2x 50 kg

Max. load on external platforms:

2x 200 kg

Max. loading platform stage:

350 kg/m2
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CE Shortcut derived from the French words ConformitéEuropéenne, which in English means in accordance with EU directives. The assumptions that underlie the
European Union based on three basic principles: the free movement of goods,
persons and capital. EU Member States decided to abolish all trade barriers
among themselves. In this way, an area in which the flow of goods is, as once on
the domestic market, but in the scale of the Community. This area is called the
Single European Market (Common Market).

One of the barriers to trade between countries are the national requirements for
example The quality and safety of products. Each country created over the years
its own system of rules and standards, often significantly different from the
others. This meant that a manufacturer wishing to sell their product in other countries, have each time to fulfill other requirements. So, to achieve the ideal of the
free movement of goods needs to abolish these differences. However it was not
possible, for the safety of consumers, eliminate the norms. It was therefore necessary that harmonize national systems to the entire Community goods subject to
the same requirements. At EU level, it was decided to create a European legal
acts, called the new approach directives defining essential safety requirements for
the different product groups, which must be met before they are placed on the
market or put into service in the Single European Market.

We have subjected our speed mobile Stage A-3 evaluation of compliance with the essential requirements of
the New Approach Directives, and after obtaining a positive result of this assessment, our product have marked with the CE mark. SpeedMobileStage applying the
CE marking declares that the product (SMS A-3),
which is on the market is in compliance with the essential requirements of the directives which apply to it.
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EUROPEAN STANDARDS – EN

In each EU Member State and the EFTA Member State,
the tests of the national standards implementing the European Standards are the same. Polish Standard introducing
the European Standard is EN-EN, German DIN-EN, etc.
This is decisive for the free movement of goods on the European market. As a producer of stages, using our national
PN-EN standard, we are confident that by fulfilling its
provisions we meet both the EU and EFTA standards. Although compliance with the standards is voluntary, we
have made a positive assessment of the compliance of
SMS A-3 for European standards EN-13782 and EN13814.
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FIRE CLASSIFICATION ACCORDING TO EN 13501-1

The fire properties of the individual components are of great importance especially in the first phase of the development of any fire.
Their appropriate selection can ensure the safety of people, enabling
effective evacuation, and reduce the speed of fire spread and thereby
reduce the amount of damage associated with destructive fire action.
Fire can spread at a very fast pace, causing huge material losses and
endangering people. Hence, fire protection requirements are our

top priority.

In the design and production process, we have used the European
standard EN 13501-1, which was prepared for the Construction Product Directive 89/106 / EEC, and in particular Interpretation Document No. 2: Fire Safety (OJC62Vol.37). It gives the classification rules common to European Union countries in terms of reaction to fire
for all construction products.
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EQUIPMENT SMS Q5
PAID OPTION

COVER
Storage of mobile stage is simple and trouble-free. It is allowed to
store the trailer directly „under the sky” – outdoor, but we recommend in case of long period of parking (eg. Winter period) when
not in use, to keep it under cover. Our experience shows that this
significantly increases the service life of the stage. In the case of
absence of roofing for stage we suggest to protect the trailer with
cover, which is available in our offer.

Y
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EQUIPMENT SMS A-3
PAID OPTION

ETS - ELECTRONIC SYSTEM STABILITY CONTROL OF
Q-5 can be equipped with a modern ETS system. The new solution ensures safety by
increasing braking efficiency and stability while driving with the trailer. Operating
principle of the system uses the hydraulic pressure generated by an electrically powered
pump. In order to build such a system, overrun braking system was reconstructed.It
was equipped with acceleration sensors, set of valves, pump and hydraulic damper, a
computer to controll new elements and hook stabilization with clamping device. A small
pump always provides enough pressure for rapid activation of the brake, reducing the
demand for energy. Therefore, power supply from the installation of a passenger car is
sufficient. Knott system stabilizes longitudinal fluctuations by the rapid pressure buildup and monitoring it in the brake system.If the sensors detect swinging of the trailer,
hydraulic system immediately transfers the pressure to the brakes and thereby stabilizes the car-trailer unit. The system monitors the speed of all wheels of the trailer. If there is a risk of locking any of the wheel, the ETS reduce the brake pressure and if necessary increases again just as ABS in the car. ETS also helps when reversing. If the system detects motion of the wheels backwards, automatically unlocks the brakes. If the
wheels starts moving forward, system is ready for braking again. ETS enables automatic setting and brake adjustment.In the system there is electronically controlled stabilizer hook, which limits the wear of the coupling and prevents noise (knocking the tow
ball), also due to the use of friction elements of the variable pressure the tow ball. The
driver controls all functions of the device (also faults) through a small indicator, which
receives signals by radio from the electronic system of the trailer.

Y
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EQUIPMENT SMS Q-5
PAID OPTION

EASYDRIVER SYSTEM
EasyDriver system it’s functional device, by which moving the trailer has never
been so easy. With EasyDriver trailer has gained its own power drive which makes access to tight and narrow spaces, became possible.
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CONTACT

FAST CONTACT
EN

WWW.SMSTAGE.CO.UK

+48 794 581 221 (EN)

info@smstage.co.uk

PL

WWW.SCENYMOBILNE.PL

+48 794 649 013 (PL)

biuro@scenymobilne.pl

CENTRAL

Y
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Prices
forSMS
SMS
A-3
Cennik
dla
A-3

26 500 EU

WYPOSAŻENIE DODATKOWE

ETS SYSTEM

EASYDRIVER

1200 EU

3000 EU

5000 EU

Prices from 0% VAT for EU Companies - (Registered in vies)
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